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Timing the fast
and the curious
continued from page 17

in 2006, some people joked that
it was ‘Tom’s Christmas wish’,
that it was too much too quickly
and we don’t have a million dollars. But if you want something
to be done right, you have to do
it yourself. So my attitude was:
‘What can I contribute?’’’
Dr Chalko’s idea was to use a
GPS receiver-recorder that implemented direct measurement of
the GPS Doppler shift to measure speed directly from satellite
frequencies.
Like the changing sound of a
siren on a fast-moving emergency vehicle as it moves towards
or away from you, the GPS can
measure the frequency shifts of
speed sailors as they move,
which is then calibrated back to
units of time. Dr Chalko says
GPS-Doppler works much like
police radar but is more accurate
because up to 16 satellites are
used instead of just one radar
source.
To that method, he designed
an algorithm he called ‘‘Speed
Genie’’, convincing GPS maker
Locosys to use it in its GPS
recorders. And so the custombuilt speed-sailing recorder, the
Genie GT-31, was born.
GPS-Doppler technology
turned the corner for competitive
speed sailing, enabling sailors
from more than 50 countries to
upload their results to a common
website that tallies both national
and international speed records.
In the top four places of the
global leaderboard are four Australians, who’ve been buoyed by
the unique conditions of Sandy
Point, near Wilsons Promontory
National Park. The shallow inlet,
whipped by winds from Antarctica, is one of the world’s fastest
sailing strips.
Melbourne filmmaker and fellow speed sailor Michael Green
headed to Sandy Point’s blustery
stretch during the sport’s ‘‘Speed

Fortnight’’ challenge in 2009 to
make a documentary about the
passion and lunacy of the crews.
To film it, they used two HD
cameras in waterproof casing on
shore and six GoPro digital
sports cameras affixed to the
boards, which can shoot 25 frames a second on to an SD card.
‘‘Last year they were blessed,
or cursed, with an amazing
weather event — a 60-knot burst,
which is about 115km/h. To
comprehend that speed, it’s probably like towing yourself behind
a car on a skateboard. You’re literally hanging over the sandbank
and if you come off, you’re going
to do some damage.’’
Broken ribs, bruises and
whiplash are all part of the game.
But they’re a small price to pay
for the adrenalin rush, 58-yearold Andrew Daff says. While
most Victorians were bunkering
down during the storm, the
physical education teacher from

Getting that kind of
feedback helps you sail
faster.
DR TOM CHALKO
Sale College squinted his way
through a personal best.
‘‘The first time I hit 40 knots
I thought everything was going
to explode,’’ Mr Daff says. ‘‘But
at 47 knots, that’s really on the
edge. The wind was so strong
and the water was so rough that
it was impossible to stop and
control, so I had to crash and I
nearly drowned.’’
The record pushed him to
No. 1 in the world for his age
group, a ranking made possible
only through the advances in
GPS, computers and the web.
‘‘New technology has completely revised speed sailing. For
our first event in 1988, we had to
set up physical infrared gates in
the water and a receiver on the
banks. And, of course, we had

The world’s fastest windsurfer, Craig Spottiswood, is photographed from a camera fixed to his mast while walking in the shallows at Sandy
Point; two of the portable GPS units from Locosys and Garmin that gauge speed on the water (inset).
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guys going down the course half
out of control and wiping out the
gates because they couldn’t get
through the gap,’’ he laughs.
Craig Hollins, a 43-year-old
Gippsland park ranger who’s
been speed sailing since his
teens, remembers recording
times with video cameras, having
to replay footage frame by frame.
‘‘The problem was you needed guys to set up stuff but GPS
has taken sport to a new level.’’
Most speed sailors now race
with GPS units strapped to their
bodies. Not only can they see
their data as they race, they can
download it to the web once
they’ve finished.
Dr Chalko says Speed Genie
also flashes a green light when
you accelerate or your average
speed climbs, giving speed sailors the advantage of real-time
guidance.
‘‘Getting that kind of feedback
helps you sail faster because you
know what you’re doing right.’’
Windsurfing photographer
Jodi Stevenson has captured the
sailors in full flight but admits
the elements haven’t been kind to
her gear. ‘‘I use a Canon 50D
because the sand and the water
invariably trash the camera. Even
with a housing case, I’m on to
my third camera in two years.’’
She’s trying to learn the sport
herself but knows she’ll have to
up her competitive edge if she
wants to battle the boys.
At a recent go-karting social
event, the speed sailors hit the
bitumen armed with GPS units
to compare speeds on land.
‘‘It’s a friendly rivalry but the
competition is definitely there,’’
she says.
Mr Hollins admits the web
has helped cement the bonds of
the community, with Australians

launching the first international
competition website, the GPS
Team Challenge.
‘‘It all began with some online
banter on our forum. Some of
the local guys bet a case of beer
to the fastest sailor,’’ he says.
Victorian windsurfer Craig
Spottiswood, known as ‘‘Spotty’’,
is the world’s fastest windsurfer,
with a peak speed of 50.01 knots
(92.61km/h) chalked up last year
at Sandy Point and a 10-secondaverage speed of 49.067 knots
(90.8km/h).
At his 43-knot peak, Hollins
the ranger might be seven knots
off the pace but, for him, speed
isn’t the prize.
‘‘Eventually, speed gets to a
point where you need extra special days and we’ve only averaged

one every four years. The pinnacle for me is distance, to reach
600 kilometres. I think it’s possible but it would probably take
me 24 hours.’’
For others, it’s the thrill of slicing through the water as fast as
your fear will carry you — a balance against the forces of nature.
As Mr Green describes it:
‘‘Even at 20 knots it’s the scariest
and most exhilarating thing.
Because you go so far off the
wind, your sails eventually
become weightless — it’s like
floating, where everything goes
quiet and time stops.’’
LINKS
gpsteamchallenge.com.au/
www.gps-speedsurfing.com
/default.aspx

SANDY POINT
SPEED RUN
Windsurfers can reach
up to 50 knots
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